Science
Connections

History
Connections

Design Technology
In order to get food,
humans grow plants and
rear cattle. This makes us
part of the food chain.

Geography
The Ancient Greeks
conquered parts of
Europe and the Middle
East.

In order to kill bacteria,
food and water must be
heated to at least 100oC.

PE
Many competitive sports
such as javelin, wrestling
and running races began
in Ancient Greece.

Geography

Art

Connections

Connections
MFL (French)
Vincent Van Gogh lived
in Paris for two years.

Design Technology
Nearby resources can affect what
people eat and drink.

He died in France in
1890.

Facts and Knowledge

Facts and Knowledge

Facts and Knowledge

When we eat food, it moves
through the digestive system.

The Ancient Greeks
created the Olympic
Games and democracy.

A settlement is a place where
people live as a community.

Different teeth have different
functions.

A plant or animal is either a
producer, a consumer or a
top predator.

Greece was once divided
into city states, such as
Athens and Sparta.
A city state is a country
made up of just one city
and its surrounding lands.

A food chain is the natural
order that plants and
animals are eaten in.

Key Vocabulary

mouth tongue
oesophagus stomach
small intestine
large intestine
herbivore carnivore
teeth
incisor canine molar
producer consumer
top predator

Settlements are usually located
near important resources.
Settlements can either be
scattered (far apart) or
nucleated (focused in one area).

Facts and Knowledge
Paint can be thickened
to produce bolder
effects.
Mixing two primary
colours (red, yellow or
blue) creates a
secondary colour.
Mixing a primary colour
with a secondary colour
creates a tertiary
colour.

Greece is located in Europe.

Key Vocabulary

Greek
myths legends
beliefs
city state
Athens Sparta
impact
cause
effects consequences
change bias

Key Vocabulary

Britain Greece
Middle East
settlement
rural hamlet
dispersed scattered
nucleated
Fitzwilliam
Investigate fieldwork

Key Vocabulary
Vincent Van Gogh
colour scheme
colour spectrum
colour washing
thickening paint
opacity
pattern shape
tertiary colours

Design Technology
Connections
Science
Eating unsafe food can
stop the digestive system
from working properly.

Facts and Knowledge
If not prepared
hygienically, food can be
dangerous to eat.

Some foods can only be
grown during certain times
of the year.
Some foods are grown or
reared locally whilst others
have to be shipped from
other parts of the world.

Key Vocabulary
hygiene
produce
grown reared
producer
seasonal
dough
knead
bake
Clare Smyth

PSHE
Connections
Computing
In order to protect your
privacy, you must never
give away passwords or
personal information to
others.
History
The actions of the
Ancient Greeks have
affected the world
today.
Facts and Knowledge
We have different types
of positive relationships
with different people in
our lives.
Our actions can affect
ourselves and others.
They can have
consequences.
Sometimes it can be
bad to keep secrets.
Everyone has the right
to privacy.
Key Vocabulary
positive relationship
feelings
privacy
confidentiality
personal boundaries
acceptable
unacceptable
respect
consequences

